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Summary
Given the continuously rising numbers of on-road vehicles in the Chinese urban areas,
the traffic problems, such as noise and air pollution, congestion and accidents increase,
especially in mega-cities to undesired level. This situation threatens people’s living
quality and strongly hinders further urban developments. To study these traffic
problems, my MSc thesis selected Beijing, China’s capital city. Beijing is currently
faced with heavy traffic pollution and other traffic-related problems. As a result, the
local and national governments have implemented various measures to control vehicle
numbers and improve their environmental performance. When selecting and
implementing these measures, the decision-makers actually solely focus on
environmental concerns while ignoring the other traffic problems. This curbed the most
prominent traffic problem (i.e. pollution). The study aims to comprehensively analyze
Beijing’s traffic conditions to recommend traffic reduction measures. These measures
should achieve multi-purpose goals to manage people’s living quality and the city’s
sustainability. To reach these objectives, four research questions on possible “win-win”
traffic reduction measures, Beijing’s current conditions, the opportunities and obstacles
to implement local traffic reduction measures and the recommendation on traffic
reduction measures are raised.

A qualitative three-step methodology is used to answer these questions. The findings
stressed the importance to develop a variety of alternative travel means by, for example,
promoting bicycles, public transport and car-sharing programs. Changing land-use
patterns is the most effective solution but this requires long-term efforts. Past measures
focused mainly on more efficient technologies, but my findings indicate that such
technologies are auxiliary because they only provide short-term effects and do not
provide multiple benefits to the society, economy and environment. In addition to the
alternative traffic measures, local and national governments’ decision-making abilities
and implementation capacities should be improved, and citizens have their own
responsibility to promote a better and more sustainable traffic environment.
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Chapter One: Introduction
1.1 Research background
In the past two decades, China was undergoing an overwhelming development and
strong economic growth. As a result, the level of motorization increased rapidly, along
with fast-growing urbanization and explosive population growth. Today China has the
second largest auto ownership worldwide, reaching 154 million in 2014 and accounting
for about 15% of the global auto fleet (ChinaAutoWeb, 2014). This rapid motorization
has brought a series of environmental and socio-economic problems, such as rising
congestion levels, increased air pollution, increased oil consumption and a high traffic
fatality rate (Zou, 2010). Especially in megacities with populations in excess of ten
millions these traffic-related problems tend to be more complex and severe. This is
blamed to the concentration of motorization in the top 20 largest cities by population
and economic growth (Ng et al., 2010). Owing to the constraints imposed by high
population density, limited land space, intensive urban spatial layout, and the
preservation of agricultural land around the cities, these megacities could not expand
as rapidly as the motorization increases (Ng et al., 2010). Moreover, the
underdeveloped transportation infrastructure and the popularity of private cars have
largely exacerbated these traffic-related problems (Ng et al., 2010). As a result, these
problems in megacities are unlikely to be solved in a short period. Rather, they appear
to be a long-term issue with a huge impact on health, social and economic development
and quality of life in China.

In 2015, at United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP21) in Paris, the President
Xi Jinping announced that China will strive to fulfil the commitment to peak CO2
emission by around 2030, and by 2030 reduce CO2 emissions per unit of GDP by 60 to
64 percent over the 2005 level (Firzli, N. J., 2015; Strompen, 2016). He emphasized
that China now is the leading country in the world in terms of energy conservation and
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utilization of new and renewable energies, and ecological development will feature
prominently in China’s thirteenth Five-Year Plan. He also pointed out, as one of the
largest contributor to CO2 emission, the transport sector is supposed to put ahead the
target of reducing CO2 emission, with a transition to green, low-carbon and sustainable
transport. Given this, China’s transport sector should put reducing the CO2 emission as
priority, and meanwhile controlling the other traffic emissions, improving the living
quality and public health through changing the urban transportation into a more
sustainable system.

1.2 Research field
To study the traffic problems in China’s megacities, I choose Beijing as the focus city
for the following reasons:
1) It has the largest local fleet and the highest vehicle popularity among all Chinese
cities (Oliver et al., 2009). The ownership of vehicles has grown very rapidly in Beijing
since the early 1990s (Oliver et al., 2009). Until 2012, the number of cars registered in
Beijing exceeded 5 million (Xinhuanet, 2012).
2) The city is worldwide known as one of the most severe cities suffered from air
pollution partially due to the ever-growing population of on-road vehicles.
3) The national and municipal authorities have taken a wide range of aggressive
measures to control traffic emissions and road congestion.
4) The statistic on the local traffic has not been well recorded in most Chinese cities
while Beijing as the capital city has a relatively better local database.
5) With Beijing’s high political salience, the lessons and insights learned in this research
are very likely to be heeded by the other Chinese cities as well.
Thus Beijing is a good example to study the complexity of the traffic problems in
Chinese megacities.
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Basic information of Beijing
Beijing is located in the north of Huabei Plain, with a total area of 16410.54 square
kilometers (Ministry of Commerce - People's Republic Of China, 2016). As the capital
city, Beijing is the economic, political and cultural center of China. By the end of 2015,
the residential population of Beijing is 21.705 million (Beijing Bureau of Statistics,
2016).

Figure 1：The administrative divisions of Beijing (source: Wikipedia, from:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_administrative_divisions_of_Beijing, accessed 20 October 2016)

As Figure 1 shows, the city area is presently divided into two suburban counties –
(Miyun and Yangqing) and 16 districts (Beijing Government, 2015). The Dongcheng,
Xicheng districts that are located within the second ring road are the traditionally inner
city. With the expansion of the city, Chaoyang, Haidian, Fengtai and Shijingshan
districts are also considered as the inner city.
4

Figure 2：The inner city of Beijing within fifth ring road (source: Baidu Beijing Map, from:
http://map.baidu.com/, accessed 2 February, 2016 )

As Figure 2 shows, the six districts within the fifth ring road formed the inner city of
Beijing, which will be the focus area of this research.

1.3 DPSIR model
In order to formulate the research topic, a DPSIR model was applied to provide a
description of relationships between different components of Beijing’s traffic problems.
DPSIR was developed by the European Environment Agency. The components of this
model are: driving forces，pressures，states，impacts and responses (EEA, 1999).

Through using this model, the traffic problems were understood as a complex system
that is more than the sum of each part, containing interdependencies and system
dynamics. The traffic problems (pressure), their causes (driving forces) and effects
(states and impacts), and the policies (responses) are comprehensively described in
Figure 3. According to Lu (2009), Beijing’s traffic problems mainly cover five aspects,
i.e. emissions to the atmosphere, traffic congestion, energy consumption, traffic
accidents, and traffic noise. These problems are caused by a series of driving forces
5

encompassing economic, social, technical, cultural, and political aspects, such as
population growth, popularity of private cars due to increasing wealth, and insufficient
road volume. The consequences of these problems to the society and ecosystem are also
shown in Figure 3. The policies to solve these traffic problems include economic means
like subsidies and tax, regulations and physical improvement of public transport.
Elaborating the traffic problems using the DPSIR model helped me to understand the
transportation system as a whole, thereby laying a foundation for further study.

Figure 3：The result of analyzing Beijing traffic problems using a DPSIR model (source: the author, based on Lu,
2009)

1.4 Knowledge gap
For a long time, both the governmental policies and relevant studies focused on one or
two traffic problems. As for governmental policies, the local and national governments
paid more attention to the traffic congestion and emissions than the other traffic
problems. In Beijing, a huge effort has been made to reduce the traffic emissions. The
implemented traffic reduction measures were evaluated and selected solely based on
their environmental effects. As a result, their overall impacts on society, economy and
6

environment were ignored. For example, the direct influences of promoting cycling
include reduced traffic congestion and emissions, as well as less fuel consumption.
Apart from that, it can also reduce accident risks, road and parking costs, and have a
good impact on residents’ health (Litman, 2008). Thus, this measure can generate cobenefits and its overall performance is better than those measures that can only reduce
traffic emissions. It is necessary to take account of all significant impacts when
evaluating the reduction measures and attach importance to the solutions that provide
multiple benefits, otherwise one problem is solved, like traffic pollution, while the other
important problems are exacerbated, like traffic congestion, accident risk or consumer
costs (Litman, 2008). As for the relevant studies, in China, few studies have been
conducted to investigate if the implemented reduction measures have negative social
and economic impacts, or estimate the combined benefits and costs of the potential
traffic reduction measures. This lack of studies directly influences the policy-makers’
understandings of traffic problems, the criteria they use to select traffic reduction
measures, and further influence their final selection of traffic reduction measures.

In recent years, some studies in developed countries demonstrated the necessities of
tackling the traffic problems as a whole and promoting the traffic reduction measures
that provide multiple benefits. In Europe, Edenhofer et al. (2014) pointed out that
sustainable development in the transport sector requires an integrated approach to
addresses activities, structures, intensities and fuels. Given the sources that lead to
traffic emissions are also the causes of a series of traffic problems like congestion, noise
and accidents, addressing these problems simultaneously provides the possibilities of
large cost reductions, as well as reductions of health and ecosystems risks (Metz et al.,
2007). Besides, this approach can contribute to more effective planning of transport,
land use and environmental policy (Stead et al., 2004). Litman (2008) from Canada
claimed that current evaluations tend to underestimate the cost-efficiency of transport
demand management strategies that can bring an overall benefits to society but focus
on the measures of changing vehicle and fuel type due to the planning biases. By
7

contrast with the technical-oriented measures, the measures aim to change people’s
travel behaviors and reduce the travel mileages, such as restraining on-road vehicles
and densifying land use, could not only lead to reduced GHG emissions, but also
reduced pollution, traffic congestion, oil use, and infrastructure expenditures (Kahn
Ribeiro et al., 2007). According to Kahn Ribeiro et al. (2007), these benefits are also
generally consistent with social equity goals. Above findings suggest that it would be
worthwhile to direct some research towards the linkages between the effects of traffic
reduction measures.

For China, with the accompanying reduction in particulate matter, the increased health
benefits can offset the costs of a 5–10% CO2 reduction (Aunan et al., 1998). Moreover,
a study conducted to examine the combined costs to society of factors like reducing
congestion, air pollution, accidents, and noise in Beijing estimated the cost would be
from 7.5% to 15% of GDP annually (Creutzig and He, 2009). These estimations provide
reasons for promoting the so-called “win-win” reduction measures that could
simultaneously solve various traffic problems with less investment spending in Beijing.
Compared to the measures that are justified for emission reduction alone, implementing
such measures can provide more benefits in total through achieving various policy
targets, thereby bringing more opportunities of building political support. Then a new
question is raised about how the authority could apply the traffic reduction measures
appropriately in order to achieve maximum benefits.

1.5 Research objectives and questions
Given that many studies only focus on the contribution of emission reduction measures
in reducing the traffic emissions, while ignoring the other impacts such as saving
transportation costs and health impacts. The objective of this study is to apply a
comprehensive analysis in order to identify reduction options that provide the overall
benefits to society. Given that every situation is unique with its own priorities and
perspectives, it is important to analyze the needs and resources in the local context of
8

Beijing, and to effectively communicate with the local residents who are the major
beneficiaries as well as the main participants. Based on the research objective, the
research questions can be formulated as:
1) Which traffic reduction measures belong to the “win-win” traffic emission reduction
measures and which co-benefits could they generate?
2) What is the current situation of Beijing relating to the traffic problems?
3) What are the opportunities and obstacles to implement traffic reduction measures in
Beijing?
4) What are the recommendations on the traffic reduction measures to achieve the
multi-purpose traffic goals (Beijing as the study area)?
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Chapter Two: Research method
The Figure 4 describes the methodology comprising three phases that will be conducted
during the research. The research questions will be sequentially answered in each phase.

Figure 4:Methods and activities flow within the study(drawn by the author)
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Phase 1
The first research question will be answered based on literature review. Firstly, the cobenefits of traffic reduction measures will be defined with reference to the previous
relevant studies. Then the potential co-benefits generated from the traffic reduction
measures will be listed and classified according to three categories: environmental,
economic and social. These three categories are derived from the commonly known
“three pillars of sustainability” (Assembly, U. G., 2005). Secondly, the emission
reduction measures that have the potential to generate co-benefits will be identified and
summarized. To date, the traffic reduction measures are implemented worldwide and
cover a wide range. These measures will be compared by listing their potential cobenefits with a reference of the result generated from previous step. Lastly, through
studying five specific examples, the international good practices can be learned. It is
hard to say which determines the success of the traffic reduction measure, as each city
has unique characteristics. But through studying the foreign cases the major factors
contributing to success could be identified and borrowed by the case of Beijing. The
cases are bus rapid transit (BRT) system in Bogota, Colombia, bicycle traffic in
Copenhagen, low emission zone in Berlin, eco-tax and vehicle tax in Germany, and
congestion charging in Singapore. The reasons I chose these cases are: 1) they achieved
successful results and reached their policy objectives; 2) they cover different fields of
traffic reduction measures, i.e. public transit, walking and cycling, and economic
instruments; 3) they include both developing and developed countries.
Phase 2
The second and third research questions will be answered during this phase. To select
the reduction measures, it is necessary to analyze the local traffic condition in order to
identify the options which are suitable to the local context. The two research questions
will be answered by analyzing the current situation of Beijing regarding the traffic
issues. The study during this phase will be based on the primary and secondary sources
11

from my observation during field research, literatures and online questionnaire survey.
The existing problems include the air pollution, traffic congestion and the other trafficrelated problems. The major factors that determine the current transport condition and
affect the implementation of reduction measures include：
1)land use development pattern
(location and type of development, etc.)
2)current transport infrastructures and facilities
(Metro, private vehicles, bus, pedestrian, cycling path etc.)
3)travel behavior
(Amount of walking, cycling, public transit and automobile travel)
4)traffic policy
(existing policies: e.g. regulations, economic incentives)
5)key stakeholders – local residents
(their travel behaviors, and their attitudes towards the different traffic problems and the
reduction measures)
Among these factors, the opinions of key stakeholder, the inhabitants of Beijing, will
be investigated through a questionnaire survey (see Appendix 1). This survey is aimed
to testify the findings of the travel behaviors in previous chapter. Furthermore, it will
explore the public perception towards the traffic problems and reduction measures,
including their acceptance levels towards different traffic reduction measures and their
opinions on traffic improvements. The questionnaire will be published on one of the
China’s biggest online survey website (https://www.sojump.com/). This can help me to
gather helpful information to provide an overview of the current situation in a short
time.
Phase 3
The last research question is also the study objective. The recommendations on traffic
reduction measures will be given to the policy makers based on the findings of previous
analyses. The traffic target in the future is to comprehensively solve the multiple traffic
12

problems instead of focusing one or two problems. Beside traffic emission, the other
traffic problems like traffic congestion, energy consumption and traffic accidents need
to be tackled at the same time. Among the possible ways to tackle these problems, some
are overall better than the others because they provide additional benefits and therefore
can solve multiple problems at the same time (Leotta, 2007). This phase is to identify
and select the potential options which have multiple impacts and therefore can help to
achieve the multi-purpose traffic target in the local context.
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Chapter Three: Literature review and case study
3.1 Co-benefits of traffic reduction measures
This section is based on the literature review, aiming to: 1) define the “co-benefits” of
traffic reduction measures through literature study; 2) analyze the co-benefits of traffic
reduction measures from the aspects of environment, economy and society.
Definition of “co-benefit”
In most studies, the traffic reduction policies are mentioned as part of Greenhouse Gases
(GHGs) mitigation policies as the transport sector is one of the largest contributors of
GHGs. In these studies, a number of terms have been used to describe the associated
benefits and costs that are in conjunction with GHGs mitigation policies, including cobenefits, ancillary benefits, side benefits, secondary benefits, collateral benefits, and
associated benefits. The term “co-benefits” refers to the non-climate benefits of GHGs
mitigation policies that are explicitly incorporated into the initial creation of mitigation
policies (Metz, 2001). Thus the term of “co-benefits” can be used to reflect the policies
which are designed not only for the GHGs reduction purpose but also the other purposes,
e.g. related to objectives of development, sustainability and equity. Many studies have
been carried out to investigate the co-benefits of climate change policies (Kahn Ribeiro
et al., 2007; Stead et al., 2004 ). Among these studies, some particularly pay attention
to the reduction policies in the field of transport sector (Creutzig and He, 2009; Litman,
2008). In the Beijing’s context, the traffic reduction measures aim at curbing not only
GHGs, but also local pollutants such as PM2.5, NOx and SO2. Based on
aforementioned, in this study, the “co-benefit” is defined as the benefits of traffic
reduction measures in addition to their primary objectives of reducing local pollutants
and GHGs.
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Classification of the co-benefits
Different benefits can result from one particular measure and therefore the benefits vary
depending on the measures. The Table 1 lists and classifies the co-benefits of traffic
reduction measures from three aspects: environmental, social and economic.
Table 1: A summary of co-benefits of traffic reduction measures (adopted from: Lah et al., 2015)

Category

Benefits

Descriptions

Environmental

Air pollution

Reduced local air pollution and GHG emissions (CO2, NOx, SO2,
PM2.5, etc.) through reduced on-road vehicles, reduced traffic
congestion and improved fuel quality

Noise

Reduced traffic-related noise through reduced on-road vehicles

Ecosystem and biodiversity

Enhanced ecosystem and biodiversity due to improved air condition,
reduced pollution and less energy use

Economic

Traffic and parking congestion

Reduced in-use vehicles lead to reduced congestion and less parking

costs

demand

Parking savings

Less parking demand decreases parking cost

Consumer cost savings

Consumer cost savings due to less cost in private cars and parking

Energy security

Improved energy security due to reduced oil dependency from
transport sector

Energy conservation

Improved energy conservation due to reduced use of energy

Efficient land use

More efficient land use from compact development

More efficient freight distribution

More efficient land use leads to more efficient freight distribution

Productivity

Improved productivity due to reduced traffic congestion and travel
time

Transport costs for businesses

Reduced transport costs for businesses due to reduced traffic
congestion and travel time

Social

Access and mobility for non-

Improved access and mobility for non-drivers as a result of

drivers

developing more compact, mixed land use and telework, as well as
improved public transport

External image of the city

Better city image due to improved air quality and less congestion

User comfort

Enhanced user comfort due to improved air quality, less congestion
and more efficient transportation

Accident rate

Reduced accident rates from improved walking and cycling
conditions, and shift from private cars to public transit

Affordability (savings for lower-

Increased affordability for citizens due to more efficient public

income households)

transport

Fitness and health

Improved fitness and health from reduced exposure to air pollution,
and shifts to active transport modes
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3.2 Identification of traffic reduction measures
This section summarizes the different traffic reduction measures and divides them into
two major categories: cleaner vehicles and mobility management. The former one aims
to reduce traffic emission through reducing per-mile emission rates while another one
aims to reduce total vehicle travel (Litman, 2014). Each category comprises a range of
traffic reduction measures (shown in Table 2).
Table 2: A summary of traffic reduction measures (adopted from: Litman, 2008)

Category
efficient

Descriptions

Measures

Improve the carbon content of

Efficient vehicle technology development

Cleaner

More

Vehicles

and alternative

fuels and energy carriers,

Fuel tax increases

fuel vehicles

improve the vehicle efficiency

Fuel efficiency standards (such as CAFE)

and promote the alternatives

Alternative fuel requirements and incentives

fuel vehicles

Fee-bates (financial rewards for purchasing
efficient and alternative fuel vehicles)

Mobility

Improved

Promote the shift to low carbon

Transit improvements

Management

transport

transport modes, such as public

Walking & cycling improvements

options

transport, walking and cycling

Rideshare programs
HOV priority(High occupant vehicle priority
strategies)
Car-sharing
Telework & flextime
Taxi service improvements

Incentives

to

Encourage people to change

Congestion pricing

choose efficient

their travel behaviors through

Distance-based fees

options

fiscal incentives and charging

Commuter financial incentives

schemes

Parking pricing
Parking regulations
Fuel tax increases
Transit encouragement

Land

use

management

Reduce total vehicle travel by

Smart growth policies

reduced trip distances e.g. by

Transit oriented development

developing more compact,

Parking management

mixed communities

Local-efficient development
Traffic calming
Car free planning
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Then these measures have been assessed based on Table 1, according to their potential
effects. The results are shown in Appendix 4. Generally, the measures belonging to
mobility management (MM) can bring more benefits than the measures belonging to
cleaner vehicles (CV). CV measures only have impacts on reducing traffic emissions
through improving the fuel quality or the efficiency of fuel usage, and can hardly
change the number of on-road vehicles. By contrast, MM measures aim to decrease the
number of on-road vehicles mainly through developing multiple traffic modes and
reducing travel distances (Gallagher et al., 2007). Therefore, the MM measures can
address the most prominent issues (i.e. traffic emissions), and also bring a better overall
performance. For examples, the traffic incentives that aim to direct people to choose
the alternative traffic modes, like fuel taxes, distance-based fees and parking pricing,
can reduce energy consumption and traffic impacts. Also improving travel options, such
as public transit and non-motorized travel, can provide people relatively modest energy
savings and many additional benefits by reducing vehicle traffic (Litman, 2008). CV
measures are easier to be implemented compared to MM measures, because only direct
changes need to be made for the technical measures, like installing catalyzers, changing
the fuel productions or the vehicle designs (Litman, 2008), and various models are
developed to estimate the results of potential emission reduction. For the other CV
measures (i.e. economic means and regulations), they mainly target at a certain group
of vehicle users and most of them are compulsory measures which require less input.
While for MM measures, usually it is difficult to predict the emission reduction prospect
(Litman, 2008). Additionally, such programs often involve a variety of stakeholders,
such as regional and local governments, employers and developers, and various special
interest groups (ITF, 2010), which make it more complex and time-consuming. The
success of these kinds of measures really depends on the context in which it is
introduced, leading to more uncertainties of success.

Among CV measures, a shortage of increased vehicle fuel efficiency and subsidized
alternative fuels is that it may stimulate additional travel and lead to additional external
17

costs, which is called a rebound effect (IET, 2010). For example, fuel efficient vehicles
make the driving cheaper. As a result, the savings could be used for holiday abroad or
purchasing imported goods, leading to an increased fuel use in total. CAFE standards
and fee-bates can reduce motor vehicle energy consumption per mile but through
reducing per-mile vehicle operating costs these measures may increase total vehicle
traffic, leading to increases of the other problems such as congestion, roadway costs
and accidents (Litman, 2005; Morrow et al., 2010). Additionally, for the technical
measures which are mainly CV measures, some can address the root causes of the
problems, like removing lead from gasoline, while some are end-of-pipeline treatments
like catalytic converters. This shows that there is a limit what technical measures can
do (ITF, 2010). Besides, technical measures often contain tradeoffs. For instance,
catalytic converters reduce noxious tailpipe emissions but increase fuel consumption
that implies more CO2 emissions from the vehicle. Moreover, sometimes technology
may solve one problem but lead to the others (ITF, 2010).

To sum up, the technical-oriented measures, which mainly belong to CV measures, are
likely to be implemented in a shorter period and achieve their results faster, but with a
short-term effect which is limited and less sustainable. On the other hand, the measures
that are not pure technic tend to be time-consuming and require more financial
expenditure, but could bring a long-term impacts, especially the “land use management”
measures generally need a longer period for implementation than the others. The
assessment tables in Appendix 4 can be used as a reference for choosing the traffic
measures to achieve the transportation targets in different periods.

3.3 Case study
This section aims to study the traffic reduction measures that were successfully
conducted in the other countries. The lessons learned from these cases could be heeded
by Beijing. The general information of these cases will be introduced first, followed by
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summarizing the overall impacts of these measures on environment, society and
economy, and the successful experiences.
Bus rapid transit (BRT) system in Bogota, Colombia
With consistently polling over ninety percent of public approval rating, TransMilenio
is the most popular public project in Bogota due to its high degree of social
sustainability. Bogota’s traffic was faced with heavy congestion and low accessibility
to the urban poor as a result of the dramatic population growth in the urban area, the
widespread use of private vehicles and the underdeveloped public transport. Given this,
the authority proposed the bus rapid transit (BRT) system and launched a project called
TransMilenio. Both public and private sectors were involved. The users could save
averagely 223 hours annually through the implementation of the BRT system (Zhou
and Smith, 2009). 9% of the users have converted from private cars to the new public
transport (Zhou and Smith, 2009). Since the introduction of the BRT system, air
pollutants decreased by 40% and there was an observed reduction of 92% in fatalities,
75% in injuries and 79% in collisions (Zhou and Smith, 2009). Additionally, an
improved social order was observed, with 47% reduction of robberies at transit stops
(Zhou and Smith, 2009). The Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the traffic situations before
and after implementing the TransMilenio project, from which a big improvement can
be observed. Table 3 summarizes the main factors contributing to success.

Figure 5: The traffic condition before implementing the TransMilenio project (source: Zhou and Smith, 2009)
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Figure 6:The TransMilenio in Bogotá, Columbia. (Photo by Gabriel Mendoza Ardila)
Table 3: The summary of successful experience (drawn by the author, based on Zhou and Smith, 2009)

Successful experiences

Descriptions

Technical and financial support

Sufficient technical and financial support during the
preparation and execution of the project;
Using measures to assure the financial sustainability, e.g.
gas tax, use of general revenue, private-vehicle restrictions

Stakeholder involvement

Stakeholder participation during the process;
Raising the public awareness through information
campaigns

Both short-term and long-term

Taking into account the long-term effects when making

perspective

plans;
Implementing the short-term measures that have immediate
demonstrated effects

Private sector involvement

Cooperating with private sectors;
Using performance-based contracts to stimulate the
competence and efficiency of the private sectors for defined
periods

Adaptation to local condition

Making plans based on the existing road transport systems

Bicycle traffic in Copenhagen
Cycling is the most common transport mode in Copenhagen, especially for the distance
of up to 5 kilometers. Over 50% of the Copenhagen residents cycle to their workplaces
or educational institutions (C40Cities, 2011). As Figure 7 shows, during rush hours a
large portion of people choose cycling as commuting vehicle. A study showed that
cycling may help to reduce approximately 90,000 tons of CO2 emissions annually in
20

Copenhagen (C40Cities, 2011). Furthermore, it is estimated that the capital region of
Denmark has one million fewer sick days due to the fact that the inhabitants of the
region prefer cycling (Cycling Embassy of Denmark, 2016). Table 4 summarizes the
main factors contributing to success.

Figure 7:Rush hour in Copenhagen (source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cycling_in_Copenhagen, accessed 2
February, 2016)
Table 4: The summary of successful experience (drawn by the author, based on Cycling Embassy of Denmark,
2016)

Successful experience

Description

Good infrastructure

A total of 454 km cycle lanes along all major road；
The designated cycle lane is a separated road area, on par
with motor traffic and pedestrian traffic (see Figure 8)；
Well-equipped and well-maintained cycle facilities (cycling
path, bicycle parking, etc.) to improve the cyclists’ comfort,
reduce cyclist’s risks and create a sense of security

Policy and financial support

Since 2009, Denmark has invested at least € 373 million in
cycle projects；
A series of policy objectives are set within certain periods
and regularly updated

System monitoring and updating

A bi-annual bicycle account is aimed to measure the
progress of the policy objectives, and record the cyclists’
opinions about the cycling condition. This bicycle account
could be used as a reference for updating the cycle policy
and making new planning

Public awareness

Before introducing cars in 1960s, cycling was chosen by
most citizens from 1900s. There is a long tradition of
cycling, thereby providing a good cultural environment for
transforming travel behavior from motor vehicles to
bicycles
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Figure 8:The designated cycle lane (online source:http://bikeablerichmond.com/2013/03/14/two-must-see-videos/,
accessed 2 February, 2016)

Low emission zone in Berlin
The plan of low emission zone in Berlin achieved an impressive result of improving the
local air environment. In the inner city district of Berlin where almost one third of
Berlin’s residents live, the level of fine dust (PM10) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
exceeded the limit values in many streets (Strompen et al., 2012). To curb the air
pollution, the Berlin government implemented a low emission zone plan in the inner
city district. This plan is constituted by a two stage implementation of an environmental
zone.
Stage 1 - Vehicles with red, yellow or green stickers were allowed to enter the zone As
shown in Figure 9, all these vehicles must at least meet the Euro2 requirements. Stage
1 went into effect in January 2008.

Figure 9:Requirements for red, yellow and green stickers(source: Strompen et al., 2012)
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Stage 2 - Only vehicles with green stickers (meet Euro4 requirements) or vehicles of
Euro3 that cannot be upgraded with particulate filters are allowed in the environmental
zone (see Figure 10). Stage 2 went into effect since January 2010.

Figure 10:Emission zone boundary (source: http://urbanaccessregulations.eu/countries-mainmenu-147/germanymainmenu-61/berlin, accessed 17 January, 2016)

In the first phase, particulate matter was reduced by 25% and Nitrogen oxides by 15%
compared to the baseline scenario, which were further reduced by 58% and 20% after
the implementation of second phase (Strompen et al., 2012). Compared to baseline
estimations, the percentage of trucks with green stickers doubled and the percentage of
diesel vehicles increased from 61% (estimated baseline percentage) to 87% (actual
percentage in 2011) (Strompen et al., 2012). The share of diesel engine vehicles with
green badges increased by 38% from 2006 to 2011(Strompen et al., 2012). A fact is that
the environmental zone was not targeting at reducing the CO2 emission in this area,
instead, it focused on the EU standards for pollutants. As a result, the environmental
zone had no measurable impact on the traffic volume neither inside nor outside the zone
and hence no impacts on CO2 reduction (Rauterberg-Wulff and Lutz, 2011). Table 5
summarizes the main factors contributing to success.
Table 5: The summary of successful experience(drawn by the author, based on Strompen et al., 2012; RauterbergWulff and Lutz, 2011)

Successful experience

Description
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Fiscal incentives as complementary

The federal government uses subsidies to encourage local

measure

efforts. The vehicle owners can obtain bonus if they
demolish old cars or register new cars that are “greener”；
Tax cuts for vehicles with a diesel particulate filter；
Support the local governments with upgrading bus fleets

A common standard that can fit all

The unified standards ensure the validity of stickers all over

Germany

Germany in any environmental zone

Sufficient execution power of local

The power of implementation is given to the local

authority

authorities, which ensures that the environmental zone and
its restrictions are suitable to the local situation

Phased plan conducted sequentially

The requirements for the vehicles to enter the LEZ is
gradually tightened to assure the public acceptance

Vehicle taxation in Germany
The vehicle taxation in Germany is aimed to improve the efficiency of the vehicle fleet,
reduce frequency of journeys and influence modal choice. The motor-vehicle tax went
into effect since January 2009 and are only applied to the newly registered vehicles
since then. The taxation includes two components: a fixed taxation based on the engine
size and a CO2 tax based on the emission level of CO2 (Klier and Linn, 2012).
According to the prediction, this initiative can result in approximately 3 Mt CO2-eq
GHG emission reduction per year by 2020 (Lah, 2015). Another benefit generated from
this policy is that the tax revenue could be used for other purposes including the
activities with non-environmental purpose. Table 6 summarizes the main factors
contributing to success.
Table 6: The summary of successful experience(drawn by the author, based on Klier and Linn, 2012; Lah, 2015)

Successful experience

Description

CO2-based rate

A CO2 based calculation instead of flat rate

Fiscal incentive

A lower rate for "greener" vehicles which produce lower
emissions, thereby stimulating the purchase of lowemission vehicles

Congestion charging in Singapore
In Singapore, the central business area had limited road capacity and heavy congestion
in the early 1970s. Given this, the government applied automobile demand management
strategies to manage traffic growth. Firstly, an Area license System (ALS) was
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implemented to allow unlimited entries into the central area by using a flat rate charge.
This system was updated in 1998 by incorporating more technical elements. The new
system is called the Electronic Road Pricing (ERP) (see Figure 11).

Figure 11:The EPR system on road (source:http://www.dac.dk/en/dac-cities/sustainable-cities/allcases/transport/singapore-the-worlds-first-digital-congestion-charging-system/,accessed 17 January, 2016)

To implement this system, the vehicles are required to install an On-Board Unit(OBU),
which is used to indicate the real-time balance after the car passing the EPR gantry.
This system ensures that the users are aware of the amount of cash deduction every time
they enter into the central business area. Moreover, the system is able to vary the prices
based on traffic conditions and by vehicle type, time and location. Another advantage
of the system is that it is revised quarterly to ensure optimal use of road space and to
maintain optimal speeds. Until 2015, the EPR system has expanded to the areas around
Singapore central business district and on major arterials and expressways
(DAC&Cities, 2014). It is applied to all vehicles except the emergency vehicles.

The system has simultaneously achieved multiple purposes like curbing the traffic
demand, relieving the road congestion, reducing the air pollution, and enhancing the
productive capacity of the road through better management of road space. After
introducing the ERP system, traffic levels have decreased a further 15% and resulted in
an increase of nearly 20% commuters shifting to public transport (DAC&Cities, 2014).
From the perspective of environment, a 176,400 pound reduction in CO2 emissions and
a 22 pound reduction in particulate matter (soot) has been achieved (DAC&Cities,
2014). Moreover, the project could sustain itself by its annual revenue and the rest of
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the profits could be used for construction and maintenance of roads and public
transportation. Table 7 summarizes the main factors contributing to success.
Table 7: The summary of successful experience (drawn by the author, based on DAC&Cities, 2014 )

Successful experience

Description

Technical support

The electronic system saved a lot of manpower compared to
ALS system;
The electronic system allows varying the prices based on
traffic conditions and by vehicle type, time and location;
The electronic system is convenient for the motorists as
they do not need to wait for paying the fees

Adaptation to situation changes

Since the beginning of the road charging system the
government is continuously modifying and adjusting it
responding the public reaction
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Chapter Four: Beijing current situation analysis
This chapter aims to analyze the Beijing traffic problems in terms of their performances
and driving forces, which mean the effects of these problems, their causes and the
interactions between these factors within the traffic system. As aforementioned, the
problems mainly cover five aspects, i.e. emissions to the atmosphere, traffic congestion,
energy consumption, traffic accidents, and traffic noise (Lu, 2009). Apart from the
causes that are commonly known, like the increasing car numbers, the deep reasons of
these problems are rooted in the land use pattern, the existing infrastructure and the
travel behavior. The causes will be analyzed in detail and summarized. The
implemented measures that have impacts on the traffic problems will also be discussed
in this chapter as the implemented policies in the past play an important role
contributing to the current transportation condition.

4.1 Existing traffic problems
Traffic emissions
Currently, Beijing is considered to be among the most polluted cities in China. In 2012,
the annual average concentration of SO2, NO2, particulate matter smaller than 10µg
(PM10), and carbon monoxide (CO) in Beijing was 28µg/m3, 52µg/m3, 109µg/m3, and
1.4mg/m3, respectively (Beijing EPB, 2013). The annual average concentration of NO2
and PM10 exceeded the level speciﬁed in the World Health Organization’s (WHO)
annual mean air quality guidelines by one fourth and over ﬁve times, respectively. The
level of SO2 also exceeded WHO 24-hour mean guidelines on nearly half of the days
in 2012. NO2 and SO2 met the second-class air quality standard (the standard applied
to residential areas) and PM10 exceeded the second-class air quality by 9% (Zhong,
2014). According to a report by Environmental Protection Bureau (Beijing EPB) in
2012, vehicle-emitted NOx, CO, and PM2.5 accounted for 56.9%, 85.9%, and 22.2%,
respectively, of the total emission from all sources in Beijing. Undoubtedly, the severe
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traffic emission is mainly attributed to the large number of on-road vehicles as vehicle
emissions are identiﬁed as major contributors to pollutants including carbon monoxide
(CO), NOx, PM, and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) (Hao et al., 2000).
Furthermore, it is exacerbated by the severe traffic congestion because the emissions
will be several times of their normal level due to incomplete combustion (Wang, 2014).
Traffic congestion
In addition to air pollution, traffic congestion is widely considered as another biggest
traffic problem in Beijing as well as in the other Chinese megacities. In Beijing, traffic
congestion is widespread especially in the city center. In 2012, the average road speed
during peak hours on workdays was around 25km/h, and the average hours of
congestion was over four hours per day (Zhong, 2015). Traffic congestion decreases
vehicle speed and increases travel time, thereby reducing travel efficiency. As a result,
traffic congestion leads to a huge economic loss. According to the Foton Chinese Index
for Mobility (FCIM, 2009), the monthly economic cost of traffic congestion for one
single Beijing resident reached 335.6 yuan, which is considerably higher than the other
cities in China. The traffic congestion of Beijing is resulted from a variety of reasons
including the insufficient road capacity, the transformed travel behaviors from bicycles
to private cars, and the spatial layout of the city.
Other traffic problems
Compared to the first two traffic problems, the other traffic problems like energy
consumption, traffic accidents and traffic noise tend to receive less attention but have
equally significant impacts on social development and people’s wellbeing. Energy
security refers to the association between national security and the availability of
natural resources for energy consumption, in which the oil and petroleum products
account for the majority in transport sector (Santolalla & del Rosario, 2013). The study
results of Yang et al. (2014) confirm that the China’s traffic demand and energy
consumption will continue growing within a period of time. With the changed
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transportation structure in the past two decades, the growing energy consumption in
transportation system pose a serious threat to energy security in China. As the Chinese
city that has the highest number of registered vehicles, Beijing’s transport sector plays
an important role in energy security in China.

As for the traffic accident, 200,000 people die due to road accidents in China annually
according to WHO. In the case of Beijing which has over 5 million cars, road traffic
accident rate remains stubbornly high. Besides, the high volume of on-road vehicles,
poor planning in the past, and today’s cramped and high-speed development have
resulted in a widespread emergences of traffic noise problems, such as living buildings
close to the main road. With more traffic brought by the rapid growth, the noise problem
is likely to become more serious.

Apart from the above problems, the traffic issues related to the public transport, the
parking problem, the traffic related health problems also pose serious threat to social
order, public health and people’s living quality. The analyses of these problems will be
incorporated into the next sections in this chapter.

4.2 Land use development pattern
The land use pattern can be described by "accessibility", “land use balance", "diversity",
"mix", and "integration" (Kockelman, 1997). The land use pattern is a long-term factor
that set the background for individual travel behavior (Handy, 2005). The
aforementioned aspects of land use pattern determine how the housings, workplaces
and urban facilities are distributed, as well as how the locations and activities are
connected through transport (Zhao et al., 2010). Therefore it can affect travel demand,
travel distance, and traffic fluency, which to a large extent determines the way in which
people choose to travel and where to go (Cervero & Kockelman, 1997). Transport
demand and land use are internally linked, because trip is induced as a result of distance
between people and their activities’ locations (Yang and Gakenheimer, 2007). The
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spatial structure of land use determines the available travel options of departure places
and destinations. Besides, the factors like land use density, land use mix, and spatial
separation of living, working and entertainment activities all have impacts on
transportation. The land use adaptations can increase travel demand when further
separating the trip ends of the traveler’s regular trip set (Yang and Gakenheimer, 2007).
With a decreasing land use density, a higher job-housing separation and a higher level
of dispersal, the travel distance will be longer and the travel demand will increase as
well. Conversely, a higher density, a higher job-housing balance, a lower degree of
dispersal means a shorter trip distance and reduced travel demand. For instance, landuse integration and compact development reduce automobile reliance (Kockelman,
1997), because in most cases automobile is required in long distance travel.

In this case of Beijing, the urban form is in accordance with the traditional urban form
of Chinese cities. The center area is connected to suburban areas by ring and radial
motorways (see Figure 12). Since the early 1980s, Beijing has been undergoing a rapid
expansion due to the economic growth and subsequent urbanization. From 1981 to 2004,
the built-up area of Beijing increased 3.5 times, from 310 square kilometers to 1,085
square kilometers (Zhao et al., 2010). Especially after the 1990s, Beijing was
transforming into a poly-nucleated form as a result of the emergencies of new industrial
high-tech zones and new housing estates in the peripheral areas (Ma, 2004). Currently
the spatial organization of Beijing is divided by the five ring roads. Inside the first ring
road there is no dense residential areas and heavy traffic. The other ring roads were
added to either mitigate existing traffic congestion or to open suburban land to urban
development.
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Figure 12：The spatial structure of Beijing (source: Ding and Zhao, 2011)

The existing land use pattern has led to the separation of workplaces and residential
areas. The expansion of the city has increased trip length as travelers look for
employment and entertainment opportunities throughout the ever-enlarging urban
region (Yang, 2010). Relocation from the inner city out into what were once semi-rural
areas has also increased the spatial separation between workplaces and residences
(Yang, 2006). Large volumes of traffic increase road congestion as it exceeds the
capacity of existing transport facilities. With the strengthening of central status of
Beijing, the central force continuously increases. The over-concentration of main urban
functions in central area leads to the one-direction flow of urban population. Because
the capital and population flow are firmly concentrated in the central area, a huge barrier
was formed between the central and the peripheral areas. Besides, the land policies and
market force cause gradual separation of working places and housing, leading to the
rapid rise of the commuter flow. This is the main reason of Beijing tidal traffic
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characteristics. Although there is an obvious trend of suburbanization in large cities in
China, especially in Beijing, and the population in the suburbs of the city is growing
rapidly, the suburb area is still under-development (Yang, 2010). The low density and
relatively loose development pattern of suburb area is not conducive to the integration
of large public transport system. With the increase of people's economic capacity, the
inconvenience of travel will stimulate people's purchase and use of private cars. Due to
the high ownership of private cars and frequency of use, as well as the longer travel
distance, the total volume of traffic in the city is rapidly increasing. The traffic load in
the city could not be relieved through relocation of population but a large city traffic
flow into the city area causes more serious traffic congestion.

Another local characteristic is the large piece of land use surrounded by walls,
especially the large residential community. These pieces of lands could not be crossed
by the road, resulting in the sparse road network. An argument is whether the
community should open to the road system in order to increase the road density.
However, due to the security and other reasons, this idea has never been put into reality.

4.3 Traffic infrastructure
As the physical carrier of traffic, the traffic infrastructure has great influence on the
convenience, accessibility and comfort of travelling from one place to another. The
traffic infrastructure mainly includes the roads and expressway, metro lines, bus,
sidewalks, bicycle lanes and parking facilities.
Roads and expressway
Beijing has five completed ring roads that encircle a city, with nine expressways and
eleven China National Highways. Beijing's urban transport is dependent upon the five
ring roads. These ring roads surround the Forbidden City area as the geographical centre,
appearing more rectangular than ring-shaped. It can be seen from the Table 8 that
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Beijing has the second lowest road density but the highest total amount of private cars
compared to the other megacities all over the world. Among Chinese cities, even though
Guangzhou has the lowest road density, its ownership of private cars is smaller than the
half of that of Beijing. It is a fact that the current road capacity cannot meet the demand
of existing on-road vehicles, which is the fundamental reason of Beijing traffic
congestion. Besides, the under-developed branch road system, resulting in the
concentration of traffic volume in the trunk road and blockage of the main nodes. In
case of traffic accident the poor resilience of the road network is easy to cause largescale traffic tie-up.
Table 8: The statistic on roads and vehicles. (Pan, D. (2013). Key Transport Statistics of World Cities. From:
https://www.lta.gov.sg/ltaacademy/doc/13Sep105-Pan_KeyTransportStatistics.pdf, accessed 17 January, 2016)
City

Road length

Road density

Motor Vehicles

Private cars

Private cars per

(km)

((km of km2)

(‘000)

(‘000)

100 persons

Barcelona

1,369

13.40

968

585

36.1

Beijing

28,446

1.73

4,983

2,862

14.2

Berlin

5,419

6.08

1,305

1,120

32.0

Guangzhou

9,052

1.22

2,325

1,365

10.7

Hong Kong

2,090

1.89

653

455

6.3

London

14,814

9.42

2,934

2,535

30.5

Madrid

2,944

4.87

1,687

1,330

40.9

Melbourne

n.a

n.a

2,853

2,379

56.0

New York

10,105

12.79

1,978

1,777

21.3

Seoul

8,174

13.51

3,414

2,318

22.2

Shanghai

16,792

2.65

3,280

989

4.2

Singapore

3,426

4.79

970

535

10.1

Stockholm

n.a

n.a

n.a

829

39.0

Sydney

n.a

n.a

2,626

2,626

56.3

Taipei

1,617

5.95

1,857

576

21.5

Tokyo

11,863

19.07

2,117

1,641

18.1

Vienna

2,809

6.77

838

679

38.7

Warsaw

1,876

3.63

1,187

957

56.0

Public transit
The Beijing Subway has 18 lines, 319 stations, and 527 km of track, and is the second
longest subway system in the world (Xinhuanet, 2015). In 2015, the annual ridership
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first time reached 3.41 billion rides (Xinhuanet, 2015). The Beijing Subway switched
from a fixed-fare to a distance-based fare schedule for all lines except the Airport
Express in 2014 and fares start at ¥3 for a trip up to 6 km in distance (CRI, 2014). The
subway was also the most affordable rapid transit in China. The subway is undergoing
rapid expansion and is expected to reach 30 lines, 450 stations, and 1,050 kilometers in
length by 2020 (Chinanews, 2010). Bus is one of the most extensive, widely used and
affordable form of public transportation in Beijing. In 2015, the entire network consists
of 876 routes with a fleet of 24,347 buses and trolleybuses carrying 3.98 billion
passengers annually (Beijing Municipal Bureau of Statistic, 2015). From December 28,
2014, the bus started the new price of ¥2 within 10 km, and plus ¥1 per additional 5
kilometers (Xinhuanews, 2014).

A major advantage of Beijing public transit is the affordable price which make it
available to all social classes. While the chef problems related to public transit are:
crowded public transport, poor service, and inconvenient transfer. Given the large
population, most of public transport infrastructure like metro and bus are over-used. It
could be observed that during morning and evening rush hours the metro station is
packed by a huge amount of commuters, thereby decreasing the use comfort. Few buses
use automatic scheduling systems, which cause large inconvenience (Peng et al. 2012).
The accurate schedule of bus is not shared with the customers and therefore the users
need to wait in advance in the station to avoid missing the bus. Besides, most of the bus
Integrated Circuit cards can only be used for deducting fees without the additional
functions like recording information on the trip origin, transfer points, and destination.
This lack of information collection sets barrier for the further development of bus
service. All these problems adversely affect the attractiveness of public transportation.
As a result, improving transit services using advanced technologies in transit planning,
bus operation, and service management processes is desperately needed (Peng et al.
2012). Additionally, the long distance of transfer in most of metro stations, along with
the cross population flow during transfer not only reduce the use comfort, but also
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considerably contribute to the increasing commuting time. However, this transfer
problem is mainly caused by the initial design of metro system and therefore difficult
to be solved.
Sidewalks and bicycle lanes
Sidewalks and bicycle lanes are part of the basis of traffic facilities, enabling people to
walk or cycle within the city. In Beijing, the sidewalks and bicycles are separately
equipped in parallel with the motor vehicle lanes. In some places the sidewalks are not
wide enough for walking and even no sidewalks at all (Huang, 2011). And in some
places, sidewalks are occupied by illegally parked private cars, or various facilities such
as signal poles, signs, book stalls and electric facilities (Huang, 2011). Besides, it is
ordinary to see broken pavement and discontinuous blind lanes in Beijing.

As for the bicycle lanes, most of the main roads have dedicated bicycle lanes and it is
possible to cycle to most parts of the city. However, these bicycle lanes are also used
by the electric bicycles and electric scooters which have a higher speeds. Cars run and
park on bicycle lane is illegal but prevail. In some places, bus stops are on sidewalks
which means buses have to intervene with bicycles when getting in and out of the stop.
Besides, the parking facilities are not well organized in most places, thus in most cases
the bicycle parking is not in order.
Parking facilities
The share of car traffic in Beijing’s modal split has risen drastically, creating more
demand for parking spaces (ITDP, 2015). Of all Chinese cities, Beijing has the largest
number of cars registered with 4.37 million cars, of which 3.17 million belong to
individuals (ITDP, 2015). As of July 2014, 6,156 parking locations with 1,643,141
parking spaces were in operation (ITDP, 2015). Beijing’s rapid construction of parking
spaces saw 73,205 new parking spaces (4.7% of total supply) compared to one quarter
earlier (ITDP, 2015). The growth in parking supply is still lower than the growth in
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vehicle ownership. In Beijing you may observe pedestrians and cyclists being forced to
transit along the motor lanes because the cycling lanes or sidewalks are being occupied
by parked vehicles. Different from the other transport infrastructures like metros and
buses which are funded and operated by the government, the parking space is a
commodity and therefore has the market value (ITDP, 2015). The government is not
responsible for providing ample parking to residents, instead, it is responsible for wellorganized traffic and streets, if possible with on-street parking. The government is also
responsible for setting the right policies for off-street parking supply in which real estate
developers and private investors play an important role (ITDP, 2015). Finding a parking
space is mainly the driver’s own responsibility and the space is to be rented from the
government (on-street) or building operator (private off-street) at a price that reflects
its value and enforces the government’s targets for traffic reduction.

4.4 Travel behavior
Travel behavior is a factor that is often ignored during the policy-making phase of the
traffic reduction measures, but plays a crucial role determining if the measures could
be successfully implemented and the policy goals could be achieved during the
implementation phase. Individual travel behavior can be seen as a consequence of both
land use and the socio-economic development (Frank and Pivo, 1994; Stead, 2001).
Therefore it can be explained from two dimensions: the physical dimension and social
dimension. As explained in former section “land use pattern”, the land use pattern
partially attributes to the formation of individual travel behavior. Studies also prove that
there is correlation between travel behaviors and socio-economic factor. For example,
Dieleman et al. (2002) found that people with higher incomes are more likely to own
and use a private car than low-income households, while families with children use cars
more often than single-person households. Household attitudes and preferences
regarding residential location also have a significant impact on travel distance and
travel mode choice. When studying the travel behavior, the urban form, and also socioeconomic factors should be taken into account to ensure an unbiased finding.
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Bicycle used to be the dominant form of local transportation in the 90s (see Figure 13).
Since 2000, the rise of motor traffic has created a great deal of congestion and bicycle
use has declined. Today, the rise of electric bicycles and electric scooters that have
similar speeds with bicycles and use the same cycle lanes, have the potential to bring
the bicycle-speed two-wheeled transport back to the city.
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
1986
bicycle

public transport

2000
passenger cars

taxi

the others

Figure 13:Modal split in 1986 and 2000 (source: Beijing municipal institute of city planning and design)

A characteristic of suburbanization in China is that there is no obvious recession of
central area during the expansion of outer space. With the development of the city, the
population in the center area remains stable, and the functions of the central area are
still attractive. The existing studies indicate that the residents in the suburb areas
suffered from the long-distance and time-consuming commuting as a result of single
function, insufficient infrastructure construction and unreasonable employment
development (Yao & Wang, 2014). The commuting activities in Beijing is centeroriented, the overall direction of the commuting is towards the central area located
within the five rings. The commuting activities towards peripheral areas exists, but only
a small proportion (Zhao et al., 2010). The average daily commuting time for
population in Beijing is 1.5 h and the average commuting distance is 19.3 km, which
make Beijing the city that has the longest commuting time in China (Huang, 2011). The
slow traffic travel in Beijing is still dominant, which may be related to the development
pattern of the mixed use of land (Ding & Zhao, 2011). The pre-existing workplaceresidence tie is broken not only physically but also socially (Yang, 2006). With the
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increasing spatial separation between workplaces and residences, a large number of
people are now living far away from the city center. These so-called satellite towns are
still under development, which means the current available employment, entertainment,
education and shopping opportunities are far less than those of the built area. Although
improved transportation and other education, service, and recreational opportunities
will be accomplished in the later development, the time gap could be significant. From
a socio-economic aspect, the manufacturing and households desire large and better real
estate with lower price, which lead to an increasing number of industrial locations and
residence in the suburb areas. For people who live or work in the suburb area, they
spend a large amount of time on transportation. It is because the imbalance between job
and housing, as well as the loosened linkages between job, housing and transportation.
Households and manufacturing firms sacrifices transportation for cheap and
comfortable real estate properties (Yang, 2006).

Besides, a comparative study of Beijing and Utrecht found that Beijing residents are
more likely to complete tasks and conduct activities with the others, as well as share
transport vehicles (Zhao et al., 2015). This travel behavior is associated with the
Chinese values of communism and collectivism.

4.5 Traffic policy
Many reduction options have been implemented to address the vehicular emissions in
Beijing as traffic pollution is closely related to public health and the image of the city.
From the middle of 1990’s, Beijing has adopted a number of vehicle emission control
strategies and policies (Wu et al., 2010).
Table 9: The implemented control strategies in Beijing (based on Hao et al. 2004; Wu et al., 2010)

Category

Specific measures

Land use and traffic planning

1)Change the land use pattern(finalized in 2004)
2)Improve public transport
3)Develop the bus rapid transit (BRT) system (from 2005)
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4)Enhance the construction of minor arterial roads,
branches and intersections
5)Encourage Bike Sharing System (from 2012)
Control of in-use vehicles

1)In-use Compliance Testing and Recall(from 2009)
2)Inspection and Maintenance program
3)Environmental labelling policy of in-use vehicles(from
1998)
4)Retrofit of in-use vehicles
5)End number license plate restriction (2011-2015.4)
6)Driving restriction
7)Scrap of high-emitting vehicles(from 1999)

Control of new vehicles

1)Implementation of more stringent standards
2)Control of license plates(2011-2015)
3)Government Car Limitation (from 2011)

Fuel quality improvement

Phase out lead and control sulfur content in gasoline and
diesel

Clean fuel vehicle technology

1)CNG/LNG vehicles
2)LPG vehicles(Liquefied petroleum gas)
3)Pure electric vehicles and hybrid electric vehicles
4)FCV(Fuel cell vehicles)

Economic policies

1)Subsidy for electricity vehicles
2)Area-differential Parking Charge Standard

The strategies and measures implemented to control vehicular emissions in Beijing
generally cover six categories: land use and traffic planning, emission control of in-use
vehicles, emission control of new vehicles, fuel quality improvement and clean fuel
vehicle technology and economic policies (see Table 9). These implemented measures
reflect the determination and effort of the local government to control traffic pollution.
As a result, the traffic pollution is curbed and does not continue increasing. However it
is still higher when compared to the other cities in the world especially the cities in
developed countries.
Land use and traffic planning
Beijing previously had a single-centered land-use pattern while the new planning tried
to convert it into a “two axils, two corridors with multi-centered” style (Beijing
Municipal Institute of City Planning and Design, 2004). This new plan was finalized
by the end of 2004 but it seems ineffective as today the city function of Beijing is still
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center-oriented. As aforementioned, the main work places are concentrated within the
five ring roads which causes a daily population flow from peripheral residence areas to
the workplaces within the inner city.

The authority also believes increasing the share of public transportation is an important
way to relieve the stress of ground transportation, especially building subway and light
rail (Hao et al., 2004). Beijing was also the first Chinese city to implement Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT), a moderately rapid mass transit system with much lower infrastructure
investment than subway or light rail (Wu et al., 2010). By 2012, there were 5 BRT lines
including 3 main lines and 2 branch lines (TDM Beijing, 2016). In addition to
improving public transport, a trial operation of a public bike sharing service was
initiated in July 2012. According to the official record, until May 2013, 520 rental
stations and 14,000 bicycles were installed in seven (out of 16) urban districts and
suburban areas in Beijing and this service was planned to extend to 1,000 rental stations
with 50,000 bicycles by the year 2015 (B.B.T, 2013). However, there are few people in
the city using this publicly shared bicycles, and the amount of bicycle-users is very
small compared to that of the other means of transport. It is commonly seen in the city
that many publicly shared bicycles are abandoned or cannot be used due to the lack of
supervision and maintenance.
Control of in-use vehicles
In March 2009, an in-use testing program was launched by the Beijing Environmental
Protection Bureau (Beijing EPB) to randomly test China III and IV (Euro 3 and 4) light
duty vehicles (LDVs) with less than 100,000 km of use (TransportPolicy, 2015).
Through this program a variety of problems were able to identified. Furthermore,
Beijing also published local regulations, which required manufacturers to conduct inuse testing of any engine or vehicle model that sells more than 500 units per year in the
city (TransportPolicy, 2015). The most influential program of in-use vehicles was the
environmental labeling policy. In 1998, yellow-labels were given to the vehicles that
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were not qualified for the emission levels “China I” for gasoline cars and “China
III” for diesel cars on their windshields (known as high-emitting vehicles). Since 2003,
the yellow-labeled vehicles were not allowed to drive within the 2nd ring road and the
restriction area was later expanded to the 6th ring road (Wu et al., 2010). Since 2009,
the yellow-label vehicles are prohibited to enter into the 5th ring road. Besides, Beijing
EPB initiated a large retrofit program for light-duty vehicles in 1999 (Wu et al., 2010).
Around 190000 carbureted vehicles registered after 1995 were retrofitted with a threeway catalyst, supplemented with air and closed-loop controls by the end of 2001. HC +
NOX emissions were immediately reduced by 71-88% once after retrofit and CO
emissions were lowered by 78-90% (Wu et al., 2010). However, another major retrofit
program was eventually criticized due to some undesirable results. Through converting
gasoline taxis to flexible-fueled vehicles (FFV) with either gasoline or liquefiedpetroleum gas (LPG), the retrofitted vehicles functioned well in the initial stage but
became high emitting vehicles after couple of years.

Since 2008, a weekday driving ban was applied. About 20% of all private cars are
banned based on the last digit of the license plate. It covers the area within the 5th ring
road and the time period is from 7am to 8pm on one day per week (TDM Beijing, 2016).
Motorcycles (MC) have been banned within the 4th ring road since 2001 and heavyduty trucks are not allowed to enter into the 4th ring road during the daytime (6:0023:00). Vehicles registered outside of Beijing are not allowed to drive within the 5th
ring road (5th ring road included) during peak hours (Wu et al., 2010).

The government devoted a lot of efforts in scrapping older, high-emitting in-use
vehicles to reduce vehicle emissions. For example, Beijing phased out more than 20
000 min-van cabs with yellow stickers in 1998 and 1999, and more than 7000 heavyduty gasoline buses since 2005 (Wu et al., 2010). Most of these buses were Euro 0 and
Euro 1 engines. A mandatory retirement scheme was carried out, targeting at the taxis
with high annual mileage that were within 8 years of the model year (Wu et al., 2010).
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Moreover, fiscal incentives were incorporated into the scrapping programs in order to
create more support from the owners.
Control of new vehicles
In 1998, Beijing introduced Euro4 standards for light-duty vehicles and Euro5-based
standards from 2013 (Dieselnet, 2015). In order to control the massive vehicle
registration growth, a temporary car quota was implemented in January, 2011 to allocate
the driving licenses by lottery. In 2012, Beijing became the first Chinese city in
mainland to implement 10 ppm S gasoline and diesel fuel (TransportPolicy, 2015).
Given the close relationship between fuel quality and vehicle emissions, a lot of efforts
were made to improve the fuel quality. For instance the phase out of lead in gasoline
led to a big success (Wu et al., 2010). Since 2008, the sulfur content in gasoline and
diesel has dropped to 50 ppm to comply with the new Euro 4 emission standards (Wu
et al., 2010). The other components of the fuel have also been enhanced but not as
aggressively as the effort to control lead and sulfur content.
Clean fuel vehicle technology
The clean fuel vehicle technology main refers to the promotion of electric vehicles as
alternatives fuel vehicles. The electric vehicles tend to be less attractive and competitive
to Chinese consumers. It includes Blade Electric Vehicle (BEV), Hybrid Electric
Vehicle (HEV) and Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles (FCEV). Currently, all these types of
EVs represent a small market share in vehicles in service. Since 2000, the national
government started to devote effort in electric vehicle industry, driven by the need for
environmental protection and energy security. The efforts mainly include accelerating
the electric vehicle technology development, supporting research and development, and
regulating industry and encouraging consumption. Until 2010, the national government
categorized the NEVs (New Energy Vehicles) as a strategic emerging industry, allowing
the provision of regional investment subsidy. As a result, the EV market was constantly
expanded in the last 15 years. However, this development highly relies on the policy
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support and national subsidies (Shepherd, 2016). In order to further stimulate the
industry, the State Council issued its Notice on Energy Conservation and New Energy
Vehicle Industry Development (2012-2020), promising the minimum production and
sales of 500,000 electric and hybrid vehicles by 2015, and an increase to 2 million by
2020. But in 2013, only 17,624 of 21.98 million total vehicles sold in China were NEVs,
representing less than 0.1 percent of all auto sales. This hardly reached the target of
500,000 NEVs on the road by 2015, and stands in stark contrast to figures in other
markets. For example, according to industry publications, electric vehicle sales in the
United States reached 96,000 units in 2013 alone (Marro et al, 2015). It is obvious that
significant challenges have remained to widely promote the use of EVs. For a long time
technical reasons like

battery technology limitations and high battery cost are deemed

as the major obstacles to greater usage of EVs (Axsen et al., 2010). Another obstacle is
the high price tag. The cost of producing electric cars is much higher than that of
conventional cars, and only with state financial subsidies the sale price can maintain
the same level with that of gasoline cars. In addition to an expensive base price, the
batteries needed to operate most NEVs are costly, reducing consumer demand. But
perhaps an even higher barrier is the lack of charging infrastructure. By the end of 2013,
China’s State Grid Corporation—one of China’s two state-owned enterprises tasked
with managing the nation’s power system—had constructed only slightly more than
400 charging stations. In contrast, by May 2013 the United States had more than 20,000
charging stations (Marro et al, 2015). Given these barriers, the EVs seems not to be an
attractive alternative to traditional gasoline cars in Chinese market.
Fiscal incentive and charging schemes
A parking charge level has been adopted according to the 3 principles of “central city
higher than surrounding areas, on-road higher than off-road and ground higher than
underground” (Hao et al. 2004). The city is divided into three zones according to their
levels of traffic congestion. The more congested the area is, the more parking fees will
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be charged. Besides, fiscal incentives were given to encourage the purchase of EVs
given the price could be a barrier of wide adoption of EVs.

For these conducted measures, some achieved impressive results while some did not
reach the policy objectives. The measures that aim at changing the types and
technologies of vehicles appeared to receive the most attentions and led to a notable
reduction in traffic emissions. However, some of them also brought negative impacts.
Also devoted efforts on compulsory restriction regulations and public transport can be
observed but were conducted less aggressively than the aforementioned measures. As
for the rest of measures, some were less effectively executed and some were paid less
attentions, resulting in insignificant impacts on traffic emission reduction and the other
traffic problems.
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Chapter Five: Survey of local residents
To better understand the attitudes and perception of local inhabitants towards the
Beijing transportation situation in order to identify proper reduction measures, a webbased questionnaire survey was conducted. The questionnaire was designed based on
the study focus of this research, including the basic information of respondents, their
traffic behaviors, and their perceptions and attitudes towards the traffic problems and
the reduction measures.

5.1 The results of questionnaire survey
Basic information of respondents
A total of 120 questionnaires were distributed but 11 questionnaires were invalid due
to incompleteness. Finally 109 samples were used for further analysis. Among these
respondents, males(46%) represent a similar percentage with females(54%). As for the
age distribution, the majority are young and middle-aged, with 49% between 18 and 29,
and 39% between 30 and 39. Over half of the respondents are company
employees(61%), followed by freelancers(12%), students(10%) and governmental
officers(6%). Regarding the annual income, a relatively equal distribution among
different income levels can be observed. 28% of the respondents' individual annual
income was between 5001 and 8000, which accounts for the largest share.
Travel behavior
It can be observed that most of residents are living within the inner city or in the
peripheral area. 29% of respondents spent averagely one hour to get to the work places
or schools, with the other 25%, 21% and 6% spending 30 minutes, 45 minutes and more
than two hours, respectively. Only 25% of respondents spent less than 15 minutes.
Based on these data it can be calculated that Beijing residents spent averagely 45
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minutes on commuting. This finding is in accordance with the annual report on urbanrural development of Beijing(2009-2010) published by Beijing Academy of Social
Sciences. This report claimed that the average commuting time of Beijing in 2010 was
45.04 minutes, with an increase of 18.53% over that in 2005. When compared this
figure to the U.S., it can be found the commuting time of Beijing is far more than that
of all the U.S. megacities. For instance, it is 10 minutes more than New York that is the
worst U.S. city regarding the commuting condition. As for the most important vehicle
for daily transport, the private car takes the second place(29%), slightly less than
subway(36%). The other traffic modes, like bus and bicycle (including both normal
bicycles and electric bicycles) account for a very small portion, with 14% and 7%. As
for the use frequency of public transport, it is notable that 18% of respondents claimed
they never use public transport, and over half of respondents(57%) travel 1-7 times per
week and the rest(25%) is 8-21 times. Over half of the respondents(51%) use private
cars primarily for commuting.
Table 10: The crossable of living area and commuting time (drawn by the author)

X\Y

15min

30min

45min

60min

120min

More

Total

than
120min
City: within 3 circle

7(26%)

7(26%)

6(22%)

7(26%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

27

City: within 5 circle

6(12%)

14(29%)

11(22%)

17(35%)

1(2%)

0(0%)

49

Nearby suburbs

5(20%)

5(20%)

6(24%)

5(20%)

3(12%)

1(4%)

25

Suburbs

0(0%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

3(75%)

1(25%)

0(0%)

4

Remote rural areas

2(50%)

1(25%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

1(25%)

4

From the Table 10 a correlation between living area and commuting time can be
concluded. All the respondents living in suburb areas spend more than one hour on
commuting. A doubt raised is that people in remote rural areas spend less time on
commuting than people living in suburb areas, it is probably because these people are
forced to live away from the inner city area while choose the work place close to their
place of residence. The result reflects the impact of urban layout on the commuting time.
The concentration of urban functions is one of the reasons for the long commuting time
of Beijing residents.
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Table 11: The crossable of living area and preferred travel mode (drawn by the author)

X\Y

Bus

Private car

Subway

Electric car

Other

Total

or bicycle
City: within 3 circle

2(7%)

6(22%)

12(44%)

2(7%)

5(19%)

27

City: within 5 circle

6(12%)

14(29%)

21(43%)

4(8%)

4(8%)

49

Nearby suburbs

5(20%)

9(36%)

4(16%)

2(8%)

5(20%)

25

Suburbs

2(50%)

1(25%)

1(25%)

0(0%)

0(0%)

4

Remote rural areas

0(0%)

2(50%)

1(25%)

0(0%)

1(25%)

4

As shown in the Table 11, the living area also has an influence on the preference of
travelling mode. The interviewees who are living far away from the inner city more
depend on the car travelling. It can be inferred that if the travel distance is controlled
within a certain range, people are likely to choose public transportation and give up the
dependence on the car.
Public perception towards traffic problems and reduction measures
When being asked do you mind sharing taxi with the others, 65% of respondents do
mind to share the taxi with strangers. A good news is that 90% of respondents accept
the compulsory green travel in a certain scale. Regarding the major obstacles of the
adoption of bicycles, the distance plays the most important role, accounting for 41%,
followed by outdoor air pollution(29%) and no specific bicycle lane(26%). By contrast,
physical exertion is not considered as a main disadvantage of cycling by most of
respondents, only representing 4%. Regarding the most severe traffic problem in
addition to traffic-induced air pollution, traffic congestion(61%) is unsurprisingly
considered as the biggest traffic problem. Besides, public transport problem(23%) is
another major problem perceived by the residents. As for the acceptance level of
different reduction measures, promotion of bus and cycling have the most supporter
with 58% and 53%, followed by the enforcement measures. Opening up gated
residential communities to public road system takes the last place with 19%.
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Chapter Six: Recommending measures
In this chapter, based on the analyses in the previous chapter, the current situation of
Beijing traffic problems will be summarized, followed by the identification of obstacles
and opportunities of implementing traffic reduction measures. The final research
question will also be answered taking into account the current station of traffic problems,
the opportunities and obstacles, as well as the residents’ opinions to achieve the future
traffic target.

6.1 Traffic issues in Beijing
Through the previous analyses the second research question could be answered.
Currently the major problems concerning the Beijing transportation are the air pollution,
traffic congestion, health problem, traffic accident and traffic noise. Due to their wide
coverages and far-reaching impacts on the society and economy, these problems tend
to draw much attention, in particular traffic congestion and vehicular emission. The
influences of traffic congestion and vehicular emission have adversely affected the
daily lives of the residents, leading to a significant decline in their living quality, and
seriously damaged the image of the city, thereby further hindering the city's future
development. In addition to the above, the problems related to public transport, parking
problem and traffic-related health problem also have long plagued the local residents
since the widespread of private cars. Although these issues appear to have less impacts
on the national economy and development, they can significantly affect the living
quality as they are close related to people's daily lives. Among these problems, health
problem may have a long-term impact on the human body, as the diseases and health
hazard led by air pollution can still exist in human bodies after the problem has been
thoroughly solved.
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Some common causes are attributed to the traffic problems, e.g. the contradiction
between the local demand for road space and the existing road capacity, the preference
of people for car travel, the growing urban population and car ownerships, and the overconcentrated distribution of urban functions. For each traffic problem, the specific
reasons are listed in Table 12.
Table 12: The main traffic issues and their causes in Beijing (drawn by the author)

Traffic problems

Description

Main causes

Air pollution

SO2, NO2, CO, NOx, PM10, PM2.5, VOC

A large number of on-road vehicles

pollution

Traffic

congestion

induced

traffic

pollution

Traffic

Large traffic volume within the fifth-ring

Continuous increasing vehicle number

congestion

road in rush hours

Insufficient main road capacity

Vehicles concentrate on the main roads

Under-developed branch road system

vehicle congestion

Over-concentration of city functions

Decreasing vehicle speed

Gated residential communities

Increased travel time

The separation between living area and

Decreased travel efficiency

work place

Public transport

Crowded public transport

A large number of users

problem

Poor service

Insufficient use of technology

Inconvenient transfer

Design flaw

Lack of use comfort

Parking problem

Difficulties in finding on-street parking

Continuous increasing vehicle number

space

Drivers’ parking behavior

Parking chaos

improper distribution of parking space

Illegal parking on pedestrian or curbside

Unclear allocation of parking space

Rampant on-street parking

Lack of management and enforcement

Insufficient utilization of off-street parking
space

Traffic accident

High road traffic accident rate

A large number of on-road vehicles
lack of driving practice

Health problem

Deteriorated air quality caused various

Existing traffic pollution

disease

An increasing ownerships of private cars

PM2.5 caused heart and lung diseases

Preference for car travelling

Lack of exercise

Energy security

High dependence on petroleum

An increasing ownerships of private cars

Traffic noise

Increased traffic noise

A large number of on-road vehicles
Poor planning
Cramped development
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6.2 Obstacles and opportunities
Based on the previous analyses of Beijing current situation regarding the traffic issues,
the obstacles and opportunities of implementing the traffic reduction measures can be
identified and summarized. The main obstacles are concerned with the insufficiency of
physical infrastructures, the lack of government decision-making capacity, the lack of
institutional implementation capacity and the low awareness of citizens. While the main
opportunities are related to the promotion of various traffic modes, the emphasis of the
role of private sectors and the change of land use pattern.
Obstacles
The disparity between supply and demand of road space
From section 4.3, it can be concluded that the fundamental cause for traffic congestion
in Beijing is the disparity between supply and demand of road space, given that the
existing road capacity could not meet the space demand of on-road vehicles. As
expected by the study by Zhong (2015), with the continuously increasing ownership of
private cars, the traffic congestion problem tends to be more serious in the future.
Therefore the critical step to solve this problem is to increase the road density in order
to accommodate more on-road vehicles. However, as explained in section 4.2, the
existing land use pattern set a huge barrier to increase road density through opening up
gated residential communities to public road system, which should be the most effective
solution. Moreover, according to the questionnaire survey, the conservative and even
resistant attitude of public towards building roads in their own communities further
reduces this possibility. In light of the local context, the basic contradiction between
supply and demand of road space cannot be easily solved, rather, it could only be
temporarily relieved through restricting the on-road vehicle numbers. This constraint is
difficult to resolve, however, without solving this problem the subsequent traffic
problems will be long-standing.
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Biased attitude of the authority regarding traffic policy
As section 4.5 indicates, for a long time the local government considered traffic
emission and traffic congestion as the most prominent traffic issues to be solved. Thus
a huge effort has been made on solving these two problems through technical measures
and compulsory measures like improving the fuel quality and using odd and even plate
numbers. It could not be denied that the traffic emission and congestion have been
curbed and stopped to exaggerate. Nevertheless, the future trend is still not optimistic
given the motor vehicle ownership keeps rising annually which is the biggest cause of
all traffic problems (Feng and Li, 2013). In terms of the implemented effects, some
technical means can only temporarily alleviate but cannot completely solve the traffic
emission problem (ITF, 2010), and the compulsory measures bring a lot of side-effects
like damaging the living quality of the residents and decreasing their satisfactions
towards the city and the local government. Apart from these two problems that have not
been solved, the city is faced with the other traffic problems covering both the old
existing problems and newly occurred problems. If the government is stick with the
existing methods of choosing the traffic reduction measures and does not change the
direction of the policies, the new problems are likely to appear in the nearly future while
the old problems still exist.

Lack of management and enforcement from the relevant institutions
In Beijing, many traffic problems are caused by the lack of management and
enforcement from the authority and relevant administrations. For instance, the absence
of person responsible for parking supervision and coordination is the culprit of the onstreet parking chaos in some urban areas (ITDP, 2015). The lack of management and
enforcement are also reflected in the implementation phase and post-project phase
regarding lots of traffic reduction measures. For example, as mentioned in section 4.5,
the difficulties in promoting municipal bicycle projects demonstrate the insufficient
implementation capacity of the authority (Li et al., 2015). Besides, as for municipal
projects, the monitoring of implemented effect and subsequent reporting are necessary
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but usually neglected in most cases. The deep reasons behind this kind of problem may
come from the bureaucracy, the unclear division of functions, and low working
efficiency regarding the authority and administrations. To eliminate this problem, it is
imperative to conduct the reform of the administrative institutions, which requires the
government to play a leading role to ensure the clear division of the functions of the
departments, abolishing or merging the redundant departments, as well as establishing
or strengthening of the supervision departments. This requires a huge determination
from the leadership, and therefore contains uncertainties.

The prevailing car culture among local residents
The prevailing car culture among Chinese cities is the driving force of most of trafficrelated problems (Koehn, 2007). The questionnaire survey also reflects this popularity
of private cars among Beijing residents. Many people deem travelling by cars as their
first choice, while think the other modes of transportation as forced choice under the
situation of serious traffic congestion. This attitude leads to the recession of cycling and
walking, and is a major economic-socio reason hindering the widespread of the other
traffic modes. The trend of private cars can also reflect the insufficiency and
underdevelopment of other traffic modes. The private car users could decrease if the
other traffic modes can satisfy their needs through a high quality of service. Due to lack
of better choice and the entrenched car culture, it is difficult to reduce the Chinese
people's enthusiasm for the car in a short period, resulting in a great hardship for the
implementation of many traffic reduction measures and the development of sustainable
transport.
Opportunities
A large potential of promoting cycling within the city
Currently, cycling is not the main transport mode in Beijing. However, as the most
sustainable transport mode, cycling is likely to largely relieve the traffic pressure within
5 kilometres and significantly improve the overall level of human health (Koehn, 2007).
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Beijing has a huge potential to promote cycling to a larger scale. As section 4.5 shows,
in the past, the authority did not attach importance to cycling nor consider it as an
effective way of solving traffic problem. But as previous analysis in section 3.1 shows,
cycling could not only relieve traffic pressure, but also bring a lot of combined benefits
like improving public health. It should be a key measure that help the Beijing
transportation become more sustainable.

A large space for development of public transport
Public transport will remain as the primary alternative of private cars in the next
decades. Given that a number of local residents prefer private cars instead of the public
transport, Beijing has a large space for improvement in order to enhance the
attractiveness of public transport. Based on the problems analysed in section 4.3,
different transit modes should be better coordinated to ensure convenient and timed
interchange for passengers from one mode to another (e.g., timed transfer scheduling).
The incorporation of high-technical elements into the public transport system can
increase the convenience and further enhance the attractiveness of public transit.
Besides, as Lu (2012) indicates, the users are more sensitive to the changes in transit
services than to changes in fare, increasing the transit investment to improve the
coverage, frequency, and quality of transit services could be valuable.

The importance of private sectors in transportation system
A lot of studies have proved that the partnership between public and private sector can
introduce private sector technology and innovation in providing better public services
through improved operational efficiency (Tang et al., 2010; Akintoye et al., 2002), like
the TransMilenio project in Columbia. Relating to the transport sector, in addition to
the traditional construction projects, like roads and public transport facilities, the other
municipal projects like parking and cycling can involve the private sector to facilitate
the fiscal budget as well as the operational efficiency.
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The transformation into more balanced land use
Based on the findings in section 4.2, the separation of workplace and residence drives
people’s needs for travelling and also the culprit of traffic congestion in rush hours. To
effectively solve the traffic problems, it is inevitable to transform the urban land use
into more balanced land use which means the urban functions should not concentrate
in the centre, instead, the main functions should be equipped along with the population
concentration areas. Only with the optimization of land use pattern, various traffic
problems could be simultaneously solved such as the tidal flow of population and its
subsequent traffic congestion and increased traffic pollution. Moreover, the local
government should take a leadership role in the integration of transit planning, road
planning, and land use planning, a topic which has not received much attention in the
past.

6.3 Reduction measures suggestion
The recommendations are drew based on the analysis of benefits of traffic reduction
measures in chapter 3, taking into account the current station of traffic problems, the
opportunities and obstacles, as well as the residents’ opinions and the future traffic
target.
Improving traffic options as key measures
Improving the public transport
It is obvious that the public transport will remain as the main alternative of private cars
in the next decades. From the questionnaire survey it can be seen that a number of
residents choose cars rather than public transportation for travelling. To improve the
attractiveness of public transport, it is necessary to enhance the user comfort. There is
a desperate need to improve transit services using advanced technologies in transit
planning, bus operation, and service management processes. Different transit modes
should be better coordinated to ensure convenient and timed interchange for passengers
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from one mode to another (e.g., timed transfer scheduling). Increasing the investment
in the public transit in terms of the areas like services, degree of comfort and auxiliary
facilities is also critical, as enhancing the user experience of public transport can attract
more users and meanwhile increase the living quality of the residents.

Walking & cycling improvements
Today it is rarely seen people cycling in urban area of Beijing. As the most sustainable
transport mode to meet the travel demand within 5 kilometers, cycling should be
vigorously promoted. Referring to Copenhagen case, the critical element for successful
revival of cycling in city is the well-equipped and well-maintained cycle facilities, e.g.
cycling paths and parking facilities. Besides, the post-project monitoring and
management as well as enhanced public awareness play indispensable roles in bringing
bicycles to the city. Currently, a bike-sharing scheme called Mobike is popularized in
Beijing and Shanghai, covering all social classes and age groups. It is the world’s first
station-less bike sharing scheme initiated by a private company. It incorporates the
latest technology to the bicycle design to achieve no fixed station rental and parking.
The app combined to the fleet of bikes provides a convenient, affordable and versatile
means of urban transportation for short city trips, while reducing congestion and
environmental impact, thus improving the quality of urban dwellers’ lives. From this
case it can be concluded that in addition to the aforementioned aspects, the introduction
of high-tech and involvement of private sectors can accelerate the success of promoting
bicycles in the city.

Rideshare program and car sharing program
Rideshare program and car sharing program can provide information on and promote
commuter transportation services in order to enhance the quality of life for residents. In
the past, this approach was not widely promoted, thus people are not used to sharing
vehicles with the others. While in Europe and the United States, this approach has
already become common and is widely accepted by the public. Through promoting this
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kind of project, the traffic pollution and congestion can be reduced, and also a sense of
trust between people can be cultivated. From the users’ perspective, it can help them
save the cost of transportation and avoid the inconvenience of parking. Moreover, this
measure needs less economic and technological input. To promote the rideshare
program and car sharing program, publicity and public awareness of participation are
very important. Additionally, the private sector should be involved when initiating such
projects.
Optimizing the land use as long-term measures
The improper distribution of land use is the fundamental reason causing the traffic
congestion. However, it remains as a long-term issue that could not be easily solve in a
short period. The land use policies may include smart growth policies, transit oriented
development, parking management, local-efficient development, traffic calming and
car free planning. Although the government has been promising to promote these
measures, but as of now, little progress has been made. To effectively solve the traffic
related problems, these measures need to be implemented in a long period in which the
authority plays the leading role. It relies on the government’s efforts to restructure the
function distribution of the city to avoid the flow of people in the same direction, to
make sure the new development could be in accordance with the public transit, and to
set car-free zones or zones only allowing the entrance of specified types of vehicles.
Besides, the authority needs to improve the management capacity level, as a lot of
problems are not only land-use problems but also originate from improper management.
Technical measures as supplementary measures
The technical means can only solve a single problem and function in a short period. In
view of various technological means being implemented, and the vehicular pollution
has already been controlled, these measures are suggested to be supplementary
measures to help stabilize the traffic emissions. It is not recommended to continue
devoting a large amount of financial resources and manpower into these kind of
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measures. Being similar to the technical measures, some coercive measures like odd
and even plate numbers and lottery system cannot be totally abandoned at this stage
although they could induce some dissatisfaction from the local residents. When
choosing the technical measures, it is necessary to comprehensively evaluate the
impacts as some of them may induce rebound effect as explained in the previous chapter.
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Chapter Seven: Discussion and conclusion
7.1 Discussion
Due to time and resource constraints, this study lacks quantitative analysis, such as
analyzing various measures from an economic point of view. As a result, some measures
may not be implemented in the future because of a low economic feasibility. However,
this study stills shed a light on the selection of proper reduction measures and provide
the policy makers a list of potentially appropriate measures for Beijing. When selecting
a measure, various aspects like economic and technical feasibilities could be taken into
account as the second step after analyzing their overall benefits. This study could be a
reference for the further selection and therefore lay a good foundation of identifying the
truly optimal reduction measures.

When listing the reduction measures, some could be neglected due to a variety of
reasons. It is because some measures are overlapping and some are not suitable for
Chinese context. Besides, concerning the recommended measures, involving more
opinions from different stakeholders could be a valuable input for this research. A big
uncertainty is that the occurrence of new mode of transportation can bring great changes
to solving the traffic problems. This study is based on the current situation of Beijing’s
transportation and therefore is less suitable for a new situation. With the technical
improvements, the new innovation of transportation that is easily promoted and
economically feasible is likely to occur, which could largely change the situation of
transportation. In the future, more measures and new development could be
incorporated into the research to ensure the updated findings and results .
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7.2 Conclusion
The master thesis is aimed to identify the optimal traffic reduction measures in order to
address the Beijing traffic issues. Firstly, based on literature analysis, the various
reduction measures and their potential effects from social, economic and environmental
aspects have been summarized. Then through literature analysis, questionnaire survey
and field investigation, the current situation of Beijing transportation has been
comprehensively analyzed. In view of the current situation in Beijing and future traffic
target, the author put forward the traffic policy recommendation. It stressed the
importance of the development of a variety of ways to travel, especially the promotion
of bicycle, public transport, and car-sharing programs. It also mentioned that the change
in land use pattern is the effective solution requiring a long-term effort. Technical
measures have been paid a large attention in the past, but in this study they are
recommended as auxiliary means because they can only bring short-term effects while
cannot bring a variety of benefits for society, economy and environment. In addition to
the traffic measures, the improvement of the decision-making ability and
implementation capacity of the government and the change of the citizens’
consciousness have the irreplaceable importance in promoting the traffic environment.
In conclusion, the thesis has answered four research questions in the different chapters,
which can be summarized as below.

1. Which traffic reduction measures belong to the “win-win” traffic emission
reduction measures and which co-benefits could they generate?
According to the analysis in chapter 3, generally, the measures belonging to mobility
management can bring more benefits than the measures of cleaner vehicles as they can
not only address the most prominent issues but also bring a better overall performance.
Specifically, the measures belonging to mobility management include improved
transport options, incentives to choose efficient options and land use management,
while the measures belonging to cleaner vehicles mainly refer to the measure aimed at
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improving fuel quality or vehicle efficiency. As described in chapter 3, the co-benefits
that the reduction measures can bring cover three aspects: environmental, economic and
social. The corresponding effects of specific measures can be seen in the Appendix 4.

2. What is the current situation of Beijing relating to the traffic issue?
According to the analysis in chapter 4, currently the major problems concerning the
Beijing transportation are the air pollution, traffic congestion, health problem, traffic
accident and traffic noise. In addition to the above, the problems related to public
transport, parking problem and traffic-related health problems also have long plagued
the local residents. Some common causes are attributed to the traffic problems, e.g. the
contradiction between demand for road and the existing road capacity, the preference
of people for car travel, the growing urban population and car ownership, and the overconcentrated distribution of city functions. For each traffic problem, the specific causes
are listed in Table 12 of chapter 6.

3. What are the opportunities and obstacles to implement traffic reduction
measures in the local context?
This question has been answered in chapter 6. The main obstacles to implement traffic
reduction measures are: the disparity between supply and demand of road space, biased
attitude of the authority regarding traffic policy, lack of management and enforcement
from the relevant institutions, and the prevailing car culture among local residents. The
main opportunities are: a large potential of promoting cycling within the city, a large
space for development of public transport, the importance of private sectors in
transportation system, and the transformation into more balanced land use. When
selecting the future traffic reduction measures, these opportunities and obstacles need
to be taken into consideration so that the selected measures can fit into the local
condition.
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4. What are the traffic reduction measures that could achieve the multi-purpose
traffic goals (Beijing as the study area)?
This question has also been answered in chapter 6. Improving traffic options like
cycling, public transport and car-sharing has been recommended as key measures,
which should be focused on in the future. Meanwhile, optimizing the land use should
be implemented as long-term measure, in order to fundamentally resolve the traffic
problems. While the technical measures has been suggested as supplementary measures
to address the short-term environmental issues.

Faced with the complex traffic condition, the government, people, private sectors and
the NGOs should join hands to tackle the severe traffic condition. Through giving
options and descriptions, this study can make a start to improve this situation. The
decision making ability of authority should be enhanced to enable the proper selection
of measures, and meanwhile enhancing the ability to implement measures to ensure that
the selected measures can be put in place. In addition to the authority, public
participation plays an important role deciding if the traffic reduction measures can be
smoothly implemented. Without the transformation of travel behavior into more
diversified and sustainable one, the traffic condition cannot be improved. The
importance of the private sector is likely to be overlooked in the past, while the
cooperation between public and private sector can bring a number of opportunities and
new hopes to solving the traffic problems. It could be argued that accompanying the
enhanced public awareness, having an extensive, accessible, convenient, fast, and
modern multi-mode transportation network is the only way to effectively address the
urban transportation problems and air quality issues and create sustainable cities in
Beijing in the long run.
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Appendix
Appendix 1: The questionnaire ( in Chinese)
Q1：您的性别？
 男
 女
Q2：您的年龄?
 18 岁以下
 18-29 岁
 30-39 岁
 40-50 岁
 50 岁以上
Q3：您的职业是？
 公司职员
 政府公务人员
 学生
 私营业主
 自由职业者
 其他
Q4：您的个人月收入是?
 2000 元及以下
 2001-5000 元
 5001-8000 元
 8001-12000 元
 12001-20000 元
 20000 元以上
Q5：您现在的居住地？
 城区三环内
 城区五环内
 城区近郊
 城区远郊
 附近郊县
Q6：平均上班或上学路途时间？
 15min
71

 30min
 45min
 60min
 120min
 大于 120min
Q7：您最主要的的出行方式是？
 公交车
 私家车
 地铁
 电动车或自行车
 其他
Q8：您一周大概乘坐几次公共交通？
 0次
 1~7 次
 8~21 次
 21 次以上
Q9：您是否有私家车?
 是
 否
Q10：您私家车的主要用途是？
 通勤
 出游
 购物
 探亲访友
Q11：您可以接受与他人共享一辆的士吗？
 是
 否
Q12：您可以接受小范围内强制的绿色出行吗？（步行或自行车）
 是
 否
Q13：您认为阻碍您进行自行车出行的首要原因是？
 体力消耗
 距离目的地过远
 无专用车道
 露天环境污染
Q14:您认为目前除交通污染外的主要交通问题是？
 交通拥堵
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 公共交通拥挤，换乘不便
 停车位不足
 交通安全
 交通噪音
Q15：您认为哪些缓解城市交通拥堵问题的措施能够接受(可多选)？
 单双号限行
 摇号限购
 收取拥堵费
 设立专门的公交车道，公交优先政策
 自行车推广
 开放小区
Appendix 2: The questionnaire ( in English)
An investigation on residents' opinions on improving traffic condition in Beijing
Dear Sir or Madam, I am a student of Wageningen University, in order to better
understand the urban traffic situation, existing problems and potential solutions, I
designed this questionnaire. I hope you can participate in the survey, providing your
valuable comments and suggestions. The questionnaire will take you about 10 minutes
to answer, and will be used in an anonymous way. Thanks for your time.
Please read the questions carefully and then answer:
Q1: what is your gender?
 Male
 Female
Q2: what is your age?






Under 18
18-29
30-39
40-50
above 50

Q3: what is your occupation?
 Company employee
 Governmental officer
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Students
Private enterprise owner
free occupation
other

Q4: your personal monthly income?







below 2000 yuan
2001-5000 yuan
5001-8000 yuan
8001-12000 yuan
12001-20000 yuan
more than 20000 yuan

Q5: where do you live now?






city: within 3 circle
city: within 5 circle
nearby suburbs
suburbs
remote rural areas

Q6: what is your average time for work or school?







15min
30min
45min
60min
120min
More than 120 min

Q7: what is your most important way for work or school?






bus
private car
subway
Electric car or bicycle
other

Q8: how many times a week do you travel by public transport?





0
1~7
8~21
More than 21

Q9: Do you have private cars?
74

 Yes
 No
Q10: What is the main use of your private cars?





Commute
Travel
Shopping
Visit relatives and friends

Q11: do you mind if sharing taxi with the others?
 Yes
 No
Q12: can you accept mandatory green travel in a small scale? (walking or cycling)
 Yes
 No
Q13: what do you think is the primary obstacle of promoting cycling?





Physical exertion
distant from the destination
No specific bicycle lane
Outdoor air pollution

Q14: what do you think is the main traffic problem in addition to traffic pollution are?





Q15:

Traffic congestion
Public transport problem
Parking problem
Traffic safety
Traffic noise
which

traffic

congestion

mitigation

measures

do

you

acceptable?(multiple choice)







odd-and-even license plate rule
plate lottery
congestion charging
Bus priority policy and dedicated bus lanes
Promotion of cycling
opening up gated residential communities to public road system

Appendix 3: The questionnaire survey result
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think

are

No.

Response

（%）

109

100

Male

50

46

Female

59

54

Under 18

1

1

18-29

53

49

30-39

43

39

40-50

4

4

Above50

8

7

Company employee
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Governmental officer

6

6

Students

11

10

Private enterprise owner

2

2

Free occupation

13

12

Other

11

10

Below 2000 yuan

10

9

2001-5000 yuan

16

15

5001-8000 yuan

31

28

8001-12000 yuan

23

21

12001-20000 yuan

10

9

More than 20000 yuan

19

17

City: within 3 circle

27

25

City: within 5 circle

49

45

Nearby suburbs

25

23

Suburbs

4

4

Remote rural areas

4

4

What is your average time for work

15min

20

18

or school?

30min

27

25

45min

23

21

60min

32

29

120min

5

5

More than 120min

2

2

What is your most important way

Bus

15

14

for work or school?

Private car

32

29

Subway

39

36

Electric bicycle/bicycle

8

7

Other

15

14

How many times a week do you

0

20

18

travel by public transport?

1~7

62

57

8~21

27

25

More than 21

0

0

Yes

56

51

Question

Option

Sample size
1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

What is your gender?
What is your age?

What is your occupation?

Your personal monthly income?

Where do you live now?

Do you have private cars?
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10

11

12

No

53

49

What is the main use of your private

Commute

51

47

cars?

Travel

43

39

Shopping

4

4

Visit relatives and friends

11

10

Do you mind if sharing taxi with the

Yes

71

65

others?

No

38

35

Can you accept mandatory green

Yes

95

87

travel in a small scale? (walking or

No

14

13

What do you think is the primary

Physical exertion

4

4

obstacle of promoting cycling?

Distant from the destination

45

41

No specific bicycle lane

28

26

Outdoor air pollution

32

29

What do you think is the main

Traffic congestion

67

61

traffic problem in addition to traffic

Public transport problem

25

23

pollution?

Parking problem

11

10

Traffic safety

5

5

Traffic noise

1

1

Which traffic congestion mitigation

Odd-and-even license plate rule

42

39

measures

Plate lottery

24

22

Congestion charging

29

27

Bus priority policy and

63

58

Promotion of cycling

58

53

Opening up gated residential

21

19

cycling)
13

14

15

do

you

think

are

acceptable ?(multiple choice)

dedicated bus lanes

communities to public road
system

Appendix4: Comparing benefits between measures(drawn by the author)
The“”indicates the measure has positive impact on the corresponding area.
The“”indicates the measure does not have positive impact on the corresponding area.
Benefits
Air pollution
Noise
Ecosystem and biodiversity
Traffic and parking congestion
Parking savings
Consumer cost savings

Efficient vehicle technology

Fuel

development








tax

Fuel efficiency

Alternative fuel requirements and

increases

standards

incentives
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Fee-bates








Fitness and health














Benefits

Transit

Walking & cycling

Rideshare

HOV

Car-

Telework

Taxi

improvements

improvements

programs

priority

sharing

& flextime

improvements

Fitness and health






































































































































Benefits

Congestion

Distance-

Commuter

Parking

Fee-

Parking

Fuel tax

Transit

pricing

based fees

financial incentives

pricing

bates

regulations

increases

encouragement

























































Energy security
Energy conservation
Efficient land use
More efficient freight distribution
Productivity
Transport costs for businesses
Access and mobility for non-drivers
External image of the city
User comfort
Accident rate
Affordability

Air pollution
Noise
Ecosystem and biodiversity
Traffic and parking congestion
Parking savings
Consumer cost savings
Energy security
Energy conservation
Efficient land use
More efficient freight distribution
Productivity
Transport costs for businesses
Access and mobility for non-drivers
External image of the city
User comfort
Accident rate
Affordability

Air pollution
Noise
Ecosystem and biodiversity
Traffic and parking congestion
Parking savings
Consumer cost savings
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service

Fitness and health














Benefits

Smart growth policies

Energy security
Energy conservation
Efficient land use
More efficient freight distribution
Productivity
Transport costs for businesses
Access and mobility for non-drivers
External image of the city
User comfort
Accident rate
Affordability

Air pollution
Noise
Ecosystem and biodiversity
Traffic and parking congestion
Parking savings
Consumer cost savings
Energy security
Energy conservation
Efficient land use
More efficient freight distribution
Productivity
Transport costs for businesses
Access and mobility for non-drivers
External image of the city
User comfort
Accident rate
Affordability
Fitness and health





















































































Transit oriented

Parking

Local-efficient

development

management

development
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Traffic calming

Car free planning







































